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Abstract. Ultrasound-guided diffuse optical tomography (DOT) is a promising imaging technique that maps
hemoglobin concentrations of breast lesions to assist ultrasound (US) for cancer diagnosis and treatment mon-
itoring. The accurate recovery of breast lesion optical properties requires an effective image reconstruction
method. We introduce a reconstruction approach in which US images are encoded as prior information for regu-
larization of the inversion matrix. The framework of this approach is based on image reconstruction package
“NIRFAST.” We compare this approach to the US-guided dual-zone mesh reconstruction method, which is
based on Born approximation and conjugate gradient optimization developed in our laboratory. Results
were evaluated using phantoms and clinical data. This method improves classification of malignant and benign
lesions by increasing malignant to benign lesion absorption contrast. The results also show improvements in
reconstructed lesion shapes and the spatial distribution of absorption maps. © 2017 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation

Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.22.2.026002]
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1 Introduction
Diffuse optical tomography (DOT) is a noninvasive functional
imaging modality that utilizes near-infrared (NIR) light in the
wavelength range of 650 to 900 nm to probe tissue optical
properties.1,2 In DOT, tissue is illuminated by a set of laser
diodes of different optical wavelengths, the reflected or trans-
mitted light is detected at the surface of the tissue. These mea-
surements are then used to estimate (recover) optical proprieties
of the tissue.1–20 Minimal light absorption in this wavelength
range, allows for several centimeters of light penetration in
soft tissue, such as breast and brain.3 Utilizing multiple wave-
lengths in the NIR range enables this technology to quantify
tissue characteristics, such as oxygenated, deoxygenated, and
total hemoglobin (HbO2, HbR, and HbT) concentrations as
well as hemoglobin oxygen saturation (SO2) and lipid and water
concentrations.4,5

The ability of DOT to probe these specific tissue optical
properties demonstrates its potential to detect and monitor func-
tional changes related to blood flow, blood oxygenation, and
tumor angiogenesis for different applications. DOT is emerging
in many fields, such as brain imaging, monitoring of cerebral
hemodynamics, diagnosis of rheumatoid arthritis, breast cancer
detection, and treatment monitoring.6–10

In addition to all of the promising applications of the DOT, it
has not been widely used in clinics because of strong light scat-
tering in biological tissues. Light scattering causes poor spatial
resolution and location uncertainty of reconstructed lesions.
To overcome this challenge, several research groups have
investigated the use of other imaging modalities, such as ultra-
sound (US), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and x-ray, to

guide DOT imaging reconstruction or recovery of optical
proprieties.11–15 In these approaches, a suspicious lesion is local-
ized using either US, MRI, or x-ray, and a region of interest (ROI)
is identified in the corresponding modality, which is used to seg-
ment imaging volume for DOT image reconstruction. As a result,
the DOT inverse problem is well conditioned and lesion locali-
zation and reconstruction accuracy are significantly improved.

The DOT image reconstruction or inversion estimates the
optical properties of interior tissue by iteratively matching the
boundary measurements with the predicted model data. To sta-
bilize the solution, many different regularization techniques
were studied, such as Tikhonov regularization and Levenberg
Marquardt regularization.16–18 In general, regularization tech-
niques can be grouped into two different types. The first group
is applied when there is an absence of prior information.
Application of a spatially variant regularization parameter was
examined.17 Most recently, regularization approaches based on
the model of the problem, named model-resolution based pen-
alty, was presented.19 This group of regularization techniques is
valuable when the prior information is unavailable. The second
group is based on the available prior information, which is, in
general, the anatomical information obtained from high resolu-
tion imaging modalities.20 Implementation of spatially encoded
regularization using images obtained from MRI was introduced
and investigated, where two-step image reconstruction pro-
cedure is required.21,22 In the first step, a suspicious lesion is
segmented from the rest of the tissue. Then, this prior informa-
tion is imposed to regularize the matrix inversion. More recently,
a direct regularization imaging (DRI) technique has been pro-
posed in which the grayscale values of MRI images are directly
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used to regularize the reconstruction process, without the need
for image segmentation.23

In this paper, we evaluate the DRI using US images to regu-
late the inversion matrix. The performance of the reconstruction
method is evaluated using phantom targets and clinical data.
Clinical results using DRI are further compared to those
obtained from US-guided dual-zone mesh method using Born
approximation and conjugate gradient optimization referred
as US-guided dual-zone mesh method, which was developed
in our laboratory.11 Although the DRI was introduced in MRI
imaging guided DOT approach,23 the use of US images to regu-
late the inversion matrix has not been investigated. This study
will systemically evaluate the performance of this method using
US priors and the improvement of this method in target quanti-
fication and cancer diagnosis.

2 Method

2.1 Reconstruction Algorithms

There are mainly two problems involved with the DOT: a for-
ward and an inverse problem. In the forward problem, boundary
data (y) are generated or measured using assumed or measured
optical proprieties of absorption coefficient μa and reduced scat-
tering coefficient μ 0

s . The diffusion approximation of the radia-
tive transport equation is used to model light transport in tissue.
In the inverse problem, optical proprieties of a target or a lesion
are iteratively reconstructed from the boundary data (y). This is
achieved by minimizing an objective function (Ω), which is the
difference between the measured data (y) and the forward cal-
culated (modeled) data,GðμÞ. Using the Tikhonov minimization
technique, the objective function is defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;63;408Ω ¼ kGðμÞ − yk2 þ λkLðμ − μ0Þk22; (1)

where λ is the Tikhonov regularization parameter, μ0 is a prior
estimate of the optical properties of the imaged medium, and L
is a regularization matrix. In the case when there is no prior
anatomical information available, the L is set to the identity
matrix.23,24 Researchers have investigated the use of spatial
priors in two different approaches: soft priors and hard
priors.17,19,20,25 In the soft prior approach, the L-matrix encodes
spatial information, where Laplacian-type and Helmholtz-type
structures can be used. Unlike soft prior approach where seg-
mented regions are allowed to have local variations, the hard
prior approach assumes segmented regions to have same optical

properties. This allows for significant reduction in the number of
unknowns, so the inverse problem is well-determined. However,
accuracy of this approach highly depends on the segmentation
process of the tissues. Errors or uncertainty in the segmentation
process may be increased, which causes reduced accuracy in
target or lesion quantification.17,18 In the DRI approach,23 the
method directly encodes the anatomical information from the
grayscale image vales (γ) into the regularization matrix L:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;326;664Lij ¼
(
1; i ¼ j

− 1
Mi

exp
Djγi−γjj2

2σg

E
; otherwise

: (2)

Here we used coregistered US images to compute L. Each gray-
scale US image value (γ) corresponds to FEM node i. σg is a
characteristic grayscale difference parameter, and Mi is a nor-
malization factor for each row that satisfies

P
n
j¼1 Lij ¼ 0

∀ i ¼ 1: : : n, where n is the number of finite element nodes.
Coregistered US images were two-dimensional in X − Z

plane; however, we need three-dimensional (3-D) regularization
to reconstruct tomographic images. To compensate for the lim-
ited US priors in the lesion region along the Y direction, we have
repeated a coregistered US image to obtain an estimate of a 3-D
mapping of the US priors (Fig. 1). Because one-dimensional
(1-D) US transducer arrays have about 1 cm height in Y direc-
tion, each X − Z image covers about 1 cm tissue thickness.
Assuming lesions are approximately spherical in shape, we
repeat 1 to 2 times in 0.5 cm step in both positive and negative
Y directions depending on lesion size. This procedure effec-
tively covers a 3-D volume for up to 3 to 4 cm in Y and provides
an estimated 3-D map of the lesion. Although this mapping is
not the exact 3-D reflection of the lesion region, it provides
a reasonable estimate for 3-D regularization of the L-matrix,
especially when the lesions are not too large. In this study, the
finite element discretization scheme of widely used NIRFAST
software was adopted to solve the diffusion equation and per-
form the DOT image reconstruction.24,26

2.2 US-Guided Dual-Zone Mesh Method

The reconstructed results with the US-guided dual-zone mesh
scheme introduced by our group11,27 early was used to compare
with the results of proposed regularization technique. In this
method, the imaging volume was segmented into two regions
consisting of the US-identified lesion and the background

Fig. 1 The 3-D geometry of the imaging volume. Several B-scan images were used to provide an esti-
mate of a 3-D target map. The presented reconstructed optical images are the lesion middle layer in
the X − Y plane.
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region. The coregistered US image was used to measure the
lesion size in spatial x and depth z dimensions. The lesion size
in y dimension was assumed the same as x dimension. Because
diffused light probes a larger lesion volume than that of US, the
ROI used for optical reconstruction was typically 2 to 3 times
larger than the lesion in spatial dimensions and about the same
in depth dimension. The tighter prior in depth improves the
reconstruction accuracy due to a greater degree depth uncer-
tainty of the diffused light. As a result, the total number of
voxels with unknown optical properties is significantly reduced
because of the use of the smaller voxel size for lesion region
and a larger coarse voxel size for background. Additionally,
the total absorption of each voxel is reconstructed, which pro-
vides balanced values in lesion region (higher absorption and
smaller voxel size) and background (lower absorption and larger
voxel size) for improving inversion. Finally, the total absorption
is divided by the voxel size to obtain the absorption map at
each wavelength. Born approximation is used for computing
the weight matrix and conjugate gradient method was used for
the iterative optimization of the inverse problem. Details of
this method were described elsewhere.11,27

2.3 Phantom and Clinical Experiments

The US-guided DOT system was used to conduct both the phan-
tom and the clinical experiments. The DOT system consists of
four laser diodes of wavelength 740, 780, 808, and 830 nm and

14 photomultiplier (PMT) detectors. Laser diodes were modu-
lated at 140 MHz and the light at each wavelength was sequen-
tially delivered to nine positions on a handheld probe through
optical fibers. Fourteen light guides couple the reflected light
from tissue to 14 PMT detectors simultaneously. The details
of the NIR system can be found in Ref. 27.

Clinical data were obtained from patients recruited from
UConn Health Center and Hartford Hospital, and the protocol
was approved by the Institutional Review Boards and Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act compliant. All
patients signed the informed consent form and data used for
this study were deidentified.

3 Results

3.1 One Target Phantom Experiment

Phantom experiments were performed to evaluate the perfor-
mance of this method using coregistered US images as prior
for the regularization matrix. Two phantom targets of high and
lower optical contrasts of diameter 3 cm were used for experi-
ments. The calibrated values for the two targets were μa ¼
0.23 cm−1 and μ 0

s ¼ 5.5 cm−1, and μa ¼ 0.07 cm−1 and μ 0
s ¼

5.5 cm−1, respectively. The different optical proprieties of the
targets were used to emulate high contrast malignant tumors
and low contrast benign lesions. The optical proprieties of back-
ground intralipid solution were measured as μa ¼ 0.03 cm−1

Fig. 2 Reconstructed absorpstion map of the high contrast phantom target (μa ¼ 0.23 cm−1 and
μ 0
s ¼ 5.5 cm−1) at 780 nm at the 2.5-cm target depth. The maps at rest of the depths were not

shown. (a) Reconstruction result of US-guided dual-zone mesh method. (b) Reconstruction result of
NIRFAST with no prior using different λ. (c) NIRFAST with US prior. (d) Coregistered US B-scan image.
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and μ 0
s ¼ 7.1 cm−1, which were typical values of normal breast

tissue.28 In the first part of this experiment, the high contrast
target was submerged in the solution and located at different
depths of 2.0 to 3.5 cm in 0.5 cm increments. In the second
part, the lower contrast target was imaged with the same pro-
cedure. Figures 2 and 3 show the reconstructed absorption
distributions of high and low contrast targets at 2.5 cm depth,
respectively. The reconstructed images for the no prior and US
prior are shown for three different λ values of 0.1, 1, and 10.
A small value σg (¼ 0.01) was used. We have tried different
σg values (0.01, 0.1, 1, and 10) with the phantom experiments
and found 0.01 is optimal. It was also reported in Ref. 23 that
the high reconstruction contrast occurred with small σg value,
no matter which regularization parameter “λ” was selected.

The two figures show the results with no prior in the regu-
larization matrix and with US prior. In the same figure and at the
same depth, the results are further compared to the US-guided
dual-zone mesh reconstruction method.

By applying the US prior to the regularization matrix, the
absorption contrast has been improved for different λ values
used (Fig. 2). For λ ¼ 0.1, the maximum reconstructed optical
absorption values are 0.148 and 0.21 cm−1 for no prior and US
prior methods, respectively. Similarly, the reconstructed value
has improved by 0.052 cm−1 for λ ¼ 1 and by 0.043 cm−1 for
λ ¼ 10 when US prior is used.

As shown in Fig. 3, the low contrast phantom experiment
showed significant improvement in the reconstructed target

shape with US prior. In this case, a small λ value of 0.1 showed
a better shape; however, its reconstructed absorption value is
overestimated by 0.04 cm−1 as shown in Fig. 3(c) first row.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the maximum recovered absorp-
tion coefficients of different λ for high and low contrast targets
located at various target depths, respectively. Since we know the
actual absorption coefficients of the phantom targets, we also
calculated the percentage error of the maximum recovered
absorption coefficient for each reconstruction method. The
errors were averaged for different target depths and results
are presented in Table 1. In comparison to the no prior method,
US prior shows better estimate of the recovered absorption coef-
ficients for different λ values. For the high contrast target, the
reconstructed absorption values are more accurate with small
λ values. Results with US-guided dual-zone mesh method are
similer to those obtained from US prior method with small λ
(Table 1). For the low contrast target, large λ values provide
better estimate of the target optical properties. When the target
was located deeper, results show consistent improvement in
absorption values with US prior (Fig. 4).

We have evaluated the accuracy of reconstruction using dif-
ferent layer thickness in Y direction from phantom experiments.
Both high and low contrast targets of 3 cm located at 2.5 cm
depth were used and step sizes in Y were 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 cm.
For a high contrast target, the maximum reconstructed absorp-
tion values obtained (λ ¼ 0.1) were 0.21, 0.19, and 0.18 cm−1,
respectively, for the corresponding step size. The reconstructed

Fig. 3 Reconstructed absorpstion map of the low contrast phantom target (μa ¼ 0.07 cm−1 and
μ 0
s ¼ 5.50 cm−1) at the 2.5-cm target depth. The maps at rest of the depths were not shown.

(a) Reconstruction result of US-guided dual-zone mesh method. (b) Reconstruction result of
NIRFAST with no prior using different λ. (c) NIRFAST with US prior. (d) Coregistered US B-scan image.
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values for the 0.5- and 1.0-cm layer thickness are very similar.
Although the reconstructed value for the 1.5-cm layer thickness
dropped, this value is more accurate in comparison with no prior
method, which was 0.148 cm−1. For the low contrast 3 cm
target, the maximum reconstructed absorption values obtained
were 0.11, 0.097, and 0.081 cm−1, respectively, for the corre-
sponding step sizes. The value obtained for no prior method
was 0.06 cm−1. Thus for phantom and clinical data, 0.5-cm
spacing was used.

3.2 Two Targets Phantom Experiment

Some patients have more than one lesion of different character-
istics. In this set of experiments, phantom targets of 2 cm diam-
eters of calibrated values μa ¼ 0.23 cm−1 and μ 0

s ¼ 5.5 cm−1,
and μa ¼ 0.07 cm−1 and μ 0

s ¼ 5.50 cm−1 were embedded in
the intralipid solution. The two targets mimic malignant and
benign lesion characteristics.

The two targets of the same size but different absorption con-
trasts were located at the same depth. The depth from the target
center to the probe surface differed for each experiment. The
targets of 2 cm diameter and 3 cm center-to-center separation
were located at 2 cm depth. The reconstructed absorption dis-
tributions at the center depth of targets (2 cm) are shown in
Fig. 5 and other layers with different depths were not shown in
this figure. US-guided dual-zone method and US prior show bet-
ter distinction between the high and the low contrast targets. The
low contrast target in Fig. 5(a) seems to be smaller than its actual
size. This is due to the lower sensitivity of the system to low
contrast targets compared to that of high contrast targets. Since
a single mesh was used to reconstruct both high and low contrast
targets, the reconstructed image of low contrast target was domi-
nated by the high contrast target and it showed lower accuracy
for low contrast target in terms of shape. The US prior method
was able to improve this lower sensitivity as seen in Fig. 5(c)
where the reconstructed target shape has been improved as
evaluated by size. Using US-guided dual-zone method, the
maximum reconstructed absorption coefficient values for the
high and low contrasts are 0.19 and 0.082 cm−1, respectively.
These values are similar to the reconstructed values when US
prior is used. The reconstructed values (using λ ¼ 1, as an exam-
ple) are 0.171 and 0.091 cm−1 for the high and low contrasts,
respectively. US prior method has shown good contrast values

for all λ values. In this case, smaller λ values show optimal
results for estimating the high contrast target, 0.184 cm−1

(Fig. 5). Values obtained with higher λ are best estimate for
the low contrast target, 0.076 cm−1 (Fig. 5).

In contrast, when no prior is used for regularization matrix,
absorption contrast between the two targets is very poor. The
maximum reconstructed values for the two targets obtained
for λ ¼ 1 are 0.129 and 0.078 cm−1. The no prior method
showed poor contrast values for all λ (Fig. 5).

3.3 Clinical Cases

Clinical examples are given to illustrate the performance of the
proposed method, where US images are used to regulate the inver-
sion matrix. Once a lesion was located with the US-guided DOT
system, optical measurements as well as coregistered US images
were acquired simultaneously. In addition, images and measure-
ments from the normal contralateral breast of the same quadrant
as the lesion were also acquired as the reference to compute the
bulk tissue optical properties for weight matrix calculation.

In this study, we have analyzed a total of eight patients of
four malignant and four benign cases and the diagnosis was

Table 1 Percentage error of maximum reconstructed absorption
coefficients for both high and low contrast targets.

Reconstruction
methods

High contrast
target % error

Low contrast
target % error

US-guided
dual-zone

14.4 28.5

No prior λ ¼ 0.1 40.7 18.2

λ ¼ 1 46.4 33.9

λ ¼ 10 52.5 43.9

US prior λ ¼ 0.1 15.6 28.2

λ ¼ 1 28.3 18.9

λ ¼ 10 33.5 10.7

Fig. 4 Maximum reconstructed absorption coefficients for targets
located at different depths from the probe surface. (a) High contrast
target and (b) low contrast target.
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based on biopsy results. The size of the malignant group ranges
from 0.9 to 1.8 cm and the size of benign is from 0.9 to 2.2 cm.
We used the US-guided dual-zone method to compare the
NIRFAST results of no prior and the proposed US prior method.
In Fig. 6, we present the average maximum reconstructed

absorption coefficients. For the no prior and US prior methods,
the maximum reconstructed absorption coefficients values
are averaged for the three λ values (λ ¼ 0.1, 1, and 10). Red
and blue boxes represent the malignant and benign cases,
respectively.

The average maximum reconstructed absorption coefficient
for malignant cases is 0.26 cm−1 using the US-guided dual-zone
mesh method (Fig. 6). In contrast, the value obtained with
NIRFAST with no prior is 0.147 cm−1. Applying the US
prior with 0.5 cm layer thickness in Y direction has improved
the reconstructed value to 0.21 cm−1. For the benign cases,
the maximum reconstructed absorption coefficients are similar
for all three methods used. These values are 0.11, 0.085, and

Fig. 5 Phantom targets of 2 cm diameter with different absorption coefficients. (a) Reconstruction result
of US-guided dual-zone mesh method. (b) Reconstruction result of NIRFAST with no prior using different
λ. (c) NIRFAST with US prior. (d) Coregistered US B-scan image.

Fig. 6 Maximum reconstructed absorption coefficient for eight clinical
cases at 780 nm. Red and blue boxes indicate the malignant and
benign cases, respectively.

Table 2 Ratio of maximum reconstructed absorption coefficients of
malignant to benign.

Reconstruction methods Ratio

US-guided dual-zone 2.5

No prior 1.7

US prior 2.3
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0.091 cm−1 obtained with the US-guided dual-zone mesh
method, no prior, and US prior, respectively.

The ratio of the maximum reconstructed absorption values of
malignant to benign lesions is 1.7 when no prior was applied to
the NIRFAST reconstruction. This ratio is improved to 2.3 when
the US prior is applied. In contrast, the US-guided dual-zone
mesh method still provides the highest malignant to benign
ratio of 2.5 (Table 2).

Figure 7(d) shows an example of an US B-scan of a suspi-
cious lesion located in the left breast of a 56-year-old patient.
The size measured by US is 1.8 cm in x-dimension. The biopsy
result revealed high grade invasive ductal carcinoma. Using US-
guided dual-zone reconstruction method, the reconstructed
maximum absorption coefficient is 0.22 cm−1 [Fig. 7(a)]. Using
NIRFAST with no-prior regularization [Fig. 7(b)] and US prior
[Fig. 7(c)], the average maximum absorption coefficients recon-
structed (with λ ¼ 0.1, 1, and 10) are 0.136 and 0.18 cm−1,
respectively.

Figure 8(d) shows another example of a suspicious lesion
seen in the right breast of a 44-year-old patient. The size mea-
sured by US is 2.2 cm in x-dimension. Biopsy result revealed
benign fibrocystic changes. The maximum reconstructed
absorption coefficient is 0.101 cm−1 using the US-guided dual-
zone reconstruction method. Similar results are obtained using
NIRFAST with no prior and with US prior, the maximum

absorption coefficients reconstructed (averaged for λ ¼ 0.1, 1,
and 10) are 0.072 and 0.096 cm−1, respectively.

4 Discussion and Summary
We have evaluated the performance of direct regularization
method where US images were used to regularize the inversion
matrix. The results of this method were compared with those
obtained where no prior was used for regularization. We further
compared these two methods to the US-guided dual-zone mesh
method developed by our group and successfully used to char-
acterize malignant and benign lesions of more than 400 patient
data.29–31

In single-target phantom experiments, applying US prior pro-
vides more accurate absorption coefficient of the targets and
good agreement with results obtained from US-guided dual-
zone mesh method. Furthermore, the reconstructed target shape
(for both the high and the low contrast targets) is closer to the
original spherical target shape. Smaller λ provides better esti-
mate of the optical properties for high contrast targets while
larger λ provides better estimate for low contrast targets. Using
average results of three different λ values could be a good choice
for clinical data where the lesion optical contrast is unknown.

In the dual-target experiments, using US prior improves the
optical contrast of the two targets. We see the effects of applying
different regularization parameters, λ, in each method, but we

Fig. 7 Malignant lesion located in the left breast of a 56-year-old patient shown in ultrasound B-scan.
Reconstructed absorption coefficient with (a) US-guided dual-zone meshmethod, (b) no prior, and (c) US
prior are shown for different regularization parameter λ.
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clearly see the improvements using all λ values when US regu-
larization prior is applied. Although, smaller λ overestimates tar-
gets optical properties, it is evident that the improved results for
better distinction between the high and low optical absorption
targets are obtained from all regularization parameters. In com-
parison to the results with no prior, applying US regularization
prior helps to clearly distinguish the low and high contrast targets.

All three reconstruction methods provide similar optical pro-
prieties of low contrast benign lesions; however, the US-guided
dual-zone method provides the highest absorption contrast of
malignant lesions. We believe its superior performance is related
to the use of dual-voxel scheme to enhance the lesion quantifi-
cation. US prior has improved the malignant to benign lesion
ratio by ∼0.6 as compared with no prior. Even though, the
choice of λ has an effect on the quality of the reconstructed
optical images, the malignant to benign ratio is always higher
for US prior method regardless of the choice of λ.

The use of US prior has a limitation because the lesion size
and map in Y dimension are estimated based on a symmetry
assumption of X dimension. However, since 1-D US array in
Y dimension has about 1 cm in size and an image in x − z
slice is a map of a thick tissue layer of same size in Y dimension.
Therefore, the use of symmetry assumption in Y for small
lesions of 1 to 2.5 cm in size should not affect the results much
as demonstrated in phantom studies. Ideally, a 3-D US map

should provide a more precise ROI for optical imaging
reconstruction.

This study has assessed the DRI technique using US images.
This method has demonstrated an improvement in the charac-
terization of malignant and benign breast lesions. Phantom
experiments and clinical data have showed that results obtained
from this method are closer to the US-guided dual-zone mesh
method. Because NIRFAST is widely used by researchers in
DOT field, the addition of US prior could be a valuable tool
for this community.
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